
 

Tuesday 22nd September 2020 

yearfive@st-peter.bardaglea.org.uk 

Hi Year 5, 

Today we are reading chapter 2 of our new book, ‘A Boy and a Bear in a 

Boat’. There is a maths and English task, as well as a history and RE task. 

Don’t forget to read through this week’s assembly PowerPoint about ‘Peace’. 

Miss Barnes and Mr Miles. 

 

Tasks for the day: 

English: 

LO: Make comparisons between characters. 

Watch Chapter 2 of ‘A Boy and a Bear in a Boat’ in the YouTube video below. 

Your task is to compare the character of the bear with the character of the boy. 

Complete a role on the wall for both the bear and the boy. On the inside of the 

character, write about their personality, their thoughts and their feelings. On the 

outside, write about their appearance and their actions. 

Then write a short paragraph, comparing these two characters. 

Use information from the first two chapters. Make sure you take quotes from the 

text. Watch the YouTube lesson below to find out more about the task! 

Chapter 2 – A Boy and a Bear in a Boat: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8XNKlR4XZM 

Comparing characters video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLV4ckyeZRM 

 

Maths: 

Login to your Mathletics account to complete the following tasks under ‘Add and Subtract 

Mental’: 

- Are you ready? 

- Estimate Sums 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8XNKlR4XZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLV4ckyeZRM


- Estimate Differences 

Maths lesson video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wl9wM9uVQo4&t=5s 

Complete CGP Maths page 14 (Mental Adding and Subtracting) 

 

History: 

LO: Investigate similarities and differences between people within the Ancient Egyptian 
hierarchy.  

 

Today you are going to learn about the social hierarchy of Ancient Egypt and 

research about the lives of the rich and the poor. You could research the similarities 

and differences between the rich and the poor in the following areas: 

 Homes 

 Clothing 

 Jewellery 

 Hairstyles 

 Make-up 

 Food and table-manners 

 Education 

 Jobs 

 Hobbies  

 

Read through the PowerPoint attached to the home learning. You may also find this 
website useful for your research: https://egypt.mrdonn.org/dailylife.html 
 
The video lesson below will teach you more about the social hierarchy of Ancient 
Egypt. 
 

History lesson video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScyrqA-8jzA 

 

RE: 

LO: Understand our unique God given qualities and gifts and appreciation of difference. 
 
Read through the scripture and text in the PowerPoint and think about the key questions. 
Then write a short letter to Paul explaining how you value your personal uniqueness and 
how it helps you to live as a child of God. 
 

Suggested Websites: 
 

- PurpleMash  

- Mathletics  

- YouTube: Cosmic Kids, Just Dance, 

Kidz Bop 

- BBC Bitesize  

- Horrible Histories  

- Charanga  

- https://www.french-games.net 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wl9wM9uVQo4&t=5s
https://egypt.mrdonn.org/dailylife.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScyrqA-8jzA
about:blank


 

 


